FROMM FSW-360
Semi Automatic
Pallet Wrapping Machine
The new FROMM FSW-360 Pallet Wrapping
Machine is European designed and built to
withstand Industrial work environments. Standard
pallet height is 2.1m and max weight is 2000kg.

Introductory
Offer!
36 month
Fromm Warranty
*Limited Time Only!

The FSW-360 features a single motor
pre-stretch head which stretches the film up to
200% around a pallet, both increasing load
security & significantly reducing film usage,
saving you money. The added benefit is the film
tension is easily adjustable from the control
panel, so no special coding or technical
adjustments are required.
Built to European quality standards the FSW-360
can wrap up to 70 pallets per day and it features
a user-friendly control panel. A range of machine
options can be added to the FSW-360 wrapping
machine they include integrated weighing system
and printer, access ramps, frames for
submerged floor mounting and an
interchangeable photocell to detect dark surfaced
products.
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Features
Single motor pre-stretch head
Fully programmable wrapping patterns

Machine Stretch
Film

Automatic pallet height detection
Powered pre-stretch film delivery
Adjustable film tension from the control panel

FROMM premium films can reduce the
cost to wrap a pallet whilst
maintaining the all
important containment
forces needed to
maintain the security of
your goods whilst stored
and transported. Ask your
FROMM expert for their guidance.

Benefits
Capable of wrapping up to 70 pallets per day
200% film stretch - 1 metre film = 3 metre after stretch
Requires minimal experience to operate
Perfect balance of efficiency, durability & flexibility
FROMM 2 year warranty

Technical Specifications
Capacity:
Max. Pallets per Day:
Pallet Size:
Width (mm):
Length (mm):
Max. Height (mm):
Max. Weight (kg)
Turntable:
Speed (RPM):
Diameter, round (mm):
Height (mm):
Film Tension:
Max. Pre-stretch (%):
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Film Specification:
Width (mm):

500

Power Supply:
240V, Single Phase, 50 Hz
Power Consumption:
Power consumption approx. (kW):

1.1

Weight:
Total weight approx. (kg):

340

Operating Conditions:
Temperature range (°C):
Machine Options:
Scale unit
Weight indicator with ABS case
Stainless steel column for weight indicator
Printer for labels
Extended mast up to 2500mm
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